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NEW QUESTION: 1
What type of attack occurs when an attacker sends a flood of
protocol request packets to various IP hosts and the attacker
spoofs the source IP address of the packets, such that each
packet has the IP address of the intended target rather than
the IP address of the attacker as its source address?
A. amplification attack
B. reflection attack
C. MITM attack
D. Trojan virus ARP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of series of questions that present
the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question

sets might have more than one correct solution, while others
might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have an Azure Cosmos DB database that contains a container
named Container1. The partition key for Container1 is set to
/day. Container1 contains the items shown in the following
table.
You need to programmatically query Azure Cosmos DB and retrieve
item1 and item2 only.
Solution: You run the following query.
You set the EnableCrossPartitionQuery property to True.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Recovery Services Vault
B. Resource group
C. Queues
D. Azure SQL Database
Answer: B
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